Dear students

We hope you are all well. Spring is here and the weather is improving. Despite the current global situation we can still find the time to do things that we wouldn’t have in the past. In times of self-isolation you might have to be more creative about how you spend your time, especially at the weekend when you will have finished all the work you have been set. For how to access work see below. Try activities that you might not have in the past such as the PE department’s exercise work out or cooking. It could be the time to rediscover traditional hobbies such as reading, and by that we mean a book not the latest story on Snap Chat! We all have great faith in you and are sure that you make use of your time in a positive way.

Until next week

Mr Parapia (jamil.parapia@bingleygrammar.org)
Mr Bridge (nathan.bridge@bingleygrammar.org)